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In 1931, Irma S. Rombauer, a recent widow, took her life savings and self-published a cookbook
that she hoped might support her family. Little did she know that her book would go on to
become America's most beloved cooking companion. Thus was born the bestselling Joy of
Cooking, and with it, a culinary revolution that continues to this day.In Stand Facing the Stove,
Anne Mendelson presents a richly detailed biographical portrait of the two remarkable forces
behind Joy -- Irma S. Rombauer and her daughter, Marion Rombauer Becker -- shedding new
light on the classic kitchen mainstay and on the history of American cooking. Mendelson weaves
together three fascinating stories: the affectionate though often difficult relationship between
Joy's original creator, Irma, and her eventual coauthor, Marion; the bitter dealings between the
Rombauers and their publisher, Bobbs-Merrill (at whose hands the Rombauers likely lost
millions of dollars); and the enormous cultural impact of the beloved book that Irma and Marion
devoted their lives to refining, edition after edition.Featuring an accessible new recipe format
and an engaging voice that inspired home cooks, Joy changed the face of American cookbooks.
Stand Facing the Stove offers an intimate look at the women behind this culinary bible and
provides a marvelous portrait of twentieth-century America as seen through the kitchen window.

Entertainment Weekly A delicious story...Mendelson discusses this most definitely American
kitchen manual with measured but contagious relish.The New York Times Book Review Anne
Mendelson is a sensitive and careful chronicler of a remarkable family, of the Joy of Cooking as
an emblem of American civilization, and of "a society where cookbooks are replacing
cooking."Los Angeles Times Anne Mendelson brings the story to vivid life...and adroitly strings
together an enlightening cultural history of American women in the twentieth century.In 1930
Irma Rombauer's husband killed himself, and to help make ends meet she decided to write a
cookbook. The Joy Of Cooking was initially self-published, but went on to sell 14 million copies
over 60 years, and became the most influential American cookbook of all time. The crucial factor
in this unexpected success was Rombauer's lively voice as an unpretentious amateur. America's
home cooks were desperate for down-to-earth instruction and they could relate to Rombauer's
strong personality. Anne Mendelson chronicles Rombauer's life and work and that of her
daughter, later co-author and successor, Marion Rombauer Becker. She offers too a view of the
evolution of American cooking from the mid-19th century onward, and of the impact of
Rombauer's joyful contribution. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorAnne Mendelson is a leading authority on the history of American cookbooks. She has
written for a variety of magazines and newspapers, including Gourmet. She lives in northern
New Jersey. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistMendelson's
behind-the-scenes account of the authors of The Joy of Cooking, from its first edition to the



proposed 1996 version, speaks more of soap opera than a real-life story. Journalist Mendelson,
though occasionally more research-oriented than necessary, tells the tale of the mother-
daughter collaboration--and interminable battles with publisher Bobbs-Merrill--with restrained
gusto. Actually, the recipe is rather tempting for a Hollywood script. Mix one dysfunctional family--
matriarch Irma with so-called ugly duckling Marion--and the Great Depression; strapped for
money and with no obvious talent, Irma self-publishes Joy. She achieves modest success, then
signs away the 1931 copyright to her Indianapolis publisher. Legal wrangles rage for decades,
while a combination of illness and just plain misfortune tries to humble the Rombauer-Becker
family. Important culinary history. Barbara Jacobs --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From Library JournalThis is an entertaining, insightful biography of the mother-daughter
collaborators who gave America the great standby for cooking, The Joy of Cooking (first self-
published in 1931). Given access to extensive papers and memorabilia of Irma Rombauer and
daughter Marion Becker, Mendelson, a journalist and culinary historian, chronicles their lives
and work, which brought eight major editions of The Joy of Cooking into being. She also
presents a publishing story, detailing the cookbook as a commercial publication from acquisition
by publisher Bobbs-Merrill to its marketing strategy. Mendelson shows how successive editions
were a mirror of their time, exhibiting the shifting culinary tastes of the nation. The book also
reflects on Rombauer's desire for fame and daughter Becker's preference for privacy.
Mendelson's book is a wonderful account of one of the most popular American cookbooks and
the women who wrote it. Recommended for biography and cookery collections.?Michael A.
Lutes, Univ. of Notre Dame Lib., South Bend, Ind.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information,
Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyWhen St.
Louis housewife Irma von Starkloff Rombauer (1877-1962) self-published The Joy of Cooking in
1931, she was, at age 54, a total amateur in the kitchen. Indianapolis publisher Bobbs-Merrill
helped make her cookbook a huge bestseller in its subsequent editions. Whereas Rombauer
brought a homespun, spontaneous style to her recipes, her daughter, Maron Rombauer Becker
(1903-1976), who collaborated on Joy starting with the 1948 revision, transformed it into an all-
purpose learning tool and also imbued it with health-food consciousness. By following Joy's
successive incarnations as well as rival manuals, Mendelson, a culinary historian and freelance
writer, serves up a delightful social history of Americans' changing cooking and eating habits.
She sets Rombauer's German-American roots in the context of a thriving Midwestern immigrant
community and also unravels both her and her daughter's tangled, acrimonious relationship with
Bobbs-Merrill. Mendelson's narrative is enlivened by numerous personal stories: the suicide in
1930 of Rombauer's manic-depressive husband, Edgar, a civil rights lawyer; Becker's
championing of modernist art and her crusading for affordable housing in Cincinnati; her often
tense relationship with her mother, who criticized her plain looks; and her steadfast, loving care
for her mother, who suffered repeated strokes, even as she herself fought the cancer to which
she eventually succumbed. Photos.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights



reserved.IntroductionWe are told that a hard-boiled professional cook, when asked what she
regarded as primary briefing for a beginner, tersely replied: "Stand facing the stove."-- 1975 Joy
of CookingMost people who have heard of The Joy of Cooking have a vague idea that it was
written by a mother and daughter. More remember the name of the former than the latter, which
is as both would have wanted it; Irma Rombauer, who began the work, loved stardom as much
as Marion Rombauer Becker, her eventual collaborator and successor, loved privacy. When I
began investigating the story of authors and cookbook, I discovered a strange phenomenon
among many cooks who had first used Joy in older, pre-Becker editions: an active partisanship
in some mother-daughter contest that they perceived in the pages of the book. Their loyalty was
invariably to the mother, and they believed that Marion Becker had either performed a kind of
sabotage on the Rombauer Joy of Cooking or at least imposed her own inferior taste on it.This
view of The Joy of Cooking didn't make much sense to me for some years, and still strikes me as
fairly misguided. Yet the sheer frequency of the claim at last told me something. So many lay and
professional observers from drastically varied backgrounds seem to have discerned an
emotional and culinary tug-of-war in the book itself as to give any would-be historian pause.
After a time it dawned on me that the very impulse to choose sides -- or even think that there are
sides to be chosen -- is a clue to an important quality of the work: its authors inhabit it more
genuinely, more personally, than most cookbook authors inhabit their creations. To the end of
their lives, both of the Rombauers put themselves into The Joy of Cooking in a way rare among
commercially published manuals of any sort but very common among what are called "vanity
books."The Joy of Cooking did in fact start life as a vanity book: a brainchild for which the author
pays the publisher, not vice versa. Thousands of such books appear each year, parading their
begetters' assaults on the sonnet form, agendas for saving the world, or favorite recipes. In 1931
this one cost Irma Rombauer some $3,000 of the modest legacy her husband had left her on
blowing his brains out -- an amount equivalent to a year's low-level white-collar wages in the
second year of the Great Depression. She was fifty-four years old when the volume appeared,
an utter amateur with no known qualifications for publishing a cookbook.Her forlorn gamble paid
off. Eventually it would inspire among a sizable coterie of users a love and loyalty surpassing the
common attachment of cooks to cookbooks. A major reason for the affection in which its
particular public held it is that somehow it never entirely lost the inner being of a vanity book. Its
authors persisted in the amateurs' belief that those who might cook from their manual were as
good as personal friends. What is more, they were right. It is true that there are plenty of cooks
who don't much like Joy or find themselves more annoyed than enthralled by its assumption of a
confidential friendship. But people on a certain wavelength tend to be habitués, cheerleaders,
partisans. It was in fact Irma and Marion's well-placed faith in a sure author-reader bond that
enabled them to put across such an unlikely slogan as "the joy of cooking."What on earth is
joyous about cooking? People who do not know its capacity to bore, weary, and frustrate are
people who have never cooked. When Marion Becker came to publish a brief memoir of the
book's first thirty-odd years, one of the mementos of its success that she chose to reprint was a



1944 New York Times Book Review cartoon in which a well-upholstered dowager lies propped
on a sofa gracefully perusing The Joy of Cooking while her harassed maid glares from a
steaming kitchen. Marion and her mother knew very well that people do not find joy where they
do not perceive freedom, control, leisure, or esteem. To put the matter in bald historical
perspective, such things were not socially appropriate to cooking in the days when it was done
by servants or those too poor to hire them. Ministering to the cook's morale became the task of
cookbooks only when the cook was also the mistress of the household -- or sometimes, as life
got more complicated, the master.The Depression did not initiate the departure of hired cooks
from American households, a demographic readjustment that had begun at least a century
earlier. But it speeded up the process for middle-class families, leaving many people
occasionally or permanently responsible for producing meals that they would previously have
paid someone else to get on the table. Irma was born into and remained in a somewhat
privileged sisterhood who did more of their own cooking than their counterparts of a few
generations back but could rely on "domestics" (as some tactfully called them) to see to a good
part of the week's meals. She knew, however, that millions of women who might once have told
the cook what to make for dinner now were their own cooks. It was to assure such people that
their new responsibility really wasn't menial that the social implications of cookery could now be
enlarged to include "joy," a discreet rearrangement of necessity so as to make it not only a virtue
but a delight.Irma Rombauer was not the only cookery writer who sought to infuse a note of
genteel optimism into the subject when changing times expanded the ranks of those who had to
cook. But she did it better than anyone else. Where other culinary morale-builders habitually
coated a bitter pill with large doses of cuteness and synthetic cheer, she was neither trivial nor
affected. Readers light-years removed from her dignified existence responded instinctively to the
unique help she held out: her own companionship. She did not, like dozens of professional food
writers, contrive a silly illusion of sociability from bits of mechanical claptrap. She had an inborn
command of the real thing. Throughout her belated writing career she always managed to give
the impression of taking her public with her on a private lark -- an impression she could not have
conveyed if she had not completely believed in it herself. She never lost the stance of an
amateur addressing amateurs, calling not so much on an infallible knowledge of cooking (which
in any case she did not possess) as on the perfectly correct belief that she was fun to be with.
There was something in her presence to tell the most discouraged beginner why cooking and
joy deserved to be mentioned in the same breath.Irma's gifts as a writer are discussed
elsewhere in this book; suffice it to say here that Marion did not share them. When she took over
The Joy of Cooking from her mother, she worked very hard (with a great deal of help from her
husband) to simulate the original tone and style, and probably did better at it than anyone else
could have. But "simulate" is the operative word. Something had gone out of the book. The Irma
loyalists who picked up new editions and felt that the beloved presence -- fey, shrewd, saucy,
practical, airily homespun -- had been infringed on were not mistaken. Their resentment is the
measure not of Marion's failure to be Irma but of her success in being Marion -- in other words,



maintaining the extraordinarily personal, vanity-book quality of The Joy of Cooking. Had she not
thoroughly infused it with her own sensibility, that quality would have been falsified. Earnest and
careful where her mother had been insouciant and waggish, she was nonetheless equally
dedicated to a notion of real, concrete friendship with one's readers that would not have
occurred to most professional food writers. This bond had much to do with the fact that both
women had come to the business of cookbook writing rather late in life, never having thought of
cooking as a particularly momentous priority during their careers as wives and mothers. The
years they had spent cooking for only ordinary domestic motives set their work apart from even
very good cookbooks cranked out by trained recipe developers with planned agendas to set
before the reader.The joy that the daughter sought to encourage in cooking did not exactly
match the blithe example that was the mother's striking contribution. The generation for which
Marion wrote was both more bone-ignorant of culinary basics and more occupied with high-
flown talk of cooking as an "art," one of the signal delusions of our time. What she tried to point
to was the joy of learning -- exploring the splendid richness of cookery as a body of knowledge
to be absorbed by the brain en route to the fingertips. She could not, like Irma, effortlessly
conjure up her own personality in her writing, but here and there she wove in small talismans of
her own private being, offered quite sincerely to readers as tokens of friendship.These two
highly individual presences do not coexist in The Joy of Cooking in an ideally seamless manner.
But part of their book's energy and long-term drawing power lies in incongruities that more
practiced professional hands might have smoothed out. The collision between the two authors'
personalities is just one of these. The work is rife with not only personal but culinary
contradictions -- a weakness, but also a strength. Its approaches to cooking are provincial and
cosmopolitan, muddled and lucid, scrupulous and free-spirited. It messily crams in tokens of
many eras past (harking back to Irma's mother and grandmother) and present (just emerging at
the end of Marion's life). At no time in Joy's career has it been one polished summary of all the
kitchen virtues. Rather it exudes an imperfect hybrid vigor easier to feel than to describe.Irma
and Marion were both unabashedly amateur cooks -- and haste-driven ones at that. Of course
neither had any kind of career schooling in cookery. What is more, neither was known in private
life for concocting arduous, elaborate dinners from scratch. Both were very fond of various ...--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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“Joy was just always there; my mother has one, I have one, every woman I know has one (and so
do most of the men). Reading Mendelson's lively book has the same effect on the imagination
as seeing pictures of your grandmother when she was young: you'd taken for granted that she
had always been your grandmother, and suddenly you realize that she has a past, and you look
at her in a whole new way. Stand Facing the Stove, which could so easily have turned out to be
merely a curiosity, is, in addition to being an entertaining double biography of a mother and
daughter, a detailed social history that opens up to offer a broad view of twentieth-century
America. Mendelson is excellent on the social mores of the Midwest and ... witty, too.”—The New
Yorker“A wonderful story . . . Food historian Anne Mendelson tells it splen-didly. ”—Newsweek“It
would doubtless have been a source of gratification to both Irma Rombauer and her daughter to
think that the story of their record-breaking and much-beloved book could be used so effectively
to trace a larger piece of history.”—Oxford Companion to Food“A delightful social history of
Americans' changing cooking and eating habits.”—Publishers Weekly“A winning account of the
life of one of America's standard cookbooks, with portraits of the mother and daughter who
brought it into millions of homes.”—Kirkus Reviews“An astonishing work of homage and
research.”—New York Newsday“Excellent. . . Anne Mendelson writes with a keen and delightful
flair for language.”—San Jose Mercury News“A cogent, insightful history of American cookery ...
A lively and meticulously detailed account of one of the few bits of Americana to be regarded
with almost biblical reverence.”—San Francisco Chroni

Stand Facing the Stove

Irma in her thirties, probably between 1912 and 1915.Marion at age eighteen, in 1921.
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PREFACEThe oddities of this book reflect the fact that it took more than ten years to complete,
not the year or so I naively expected when the Becker family gave me access to a vast hoard of
documents and memorabilia stretching from the late nineteenth century to the time of Marion
Becker’s death in 1976. As I saw it, these papers would almost automatically group themselves
into a complete story. Certainly they form the backbone of the book I did finally write, but there
was nothing automatic about the process.It was not long before I saw that the Becker-Rombauer
papers added up to an extremely fragmentary, confused story. At times their very
voluminousness obscured rather than revealed certain exceedingly bitter, tangled histories
whose existence I had barely suspected. The most important of these was the long and
acrimonious relationship of the Rombauers with their publisher, the Bobbs-Merrill
Company.From what remained of this once great firm I received no cooperation whatever. As a
result, reconstructing lengthy wars in a manner that would be fair to both sides turned into a
slow, uncertain, groping effort. Almost the only Bobbs-Merrill records I have seen pertaining to
The Joy of Cooking are copies of letters actually sent to Irma Rombauer and Marion Becker (or
their lawyers) and preserved in the family papers, and a fascinating trove of documents from a
very few early years in the vexed author-publisher relationship, now owned by the Lilly Library of
Indiana University at Bloomington. After that I was mostly confronted either with complete blanks
or with obviously partial pictures of things as the Rombauer side saw them.Rapidly running out
of the wherewithal to continue a project that clearly had to be done with some regard for justice
or not at all, I had to set it aside for long periods and get back to it at broken intervals. But the
very difficulty of getting on with the story as an accurate chronological account eventually made
me think about certain aspects of The Joy of Cooking more probingly than I might have if my
path had been smoother. I realized that no study of any cookbook author or phase of modern
food writing had ever dealt with a cookbook as a commercial publication—a property that must
be acquired by a publisher, read in manuscript, edited, set in type, proofread, indexed, bound,
and (when all of that has been done) marketed according to a more or less definite strategy.
What is equally curious, no one has looked at successive editions of any cookbook with the
detailed attention to changes in content that students of literary history commonly apply to other
sorts of texts, and only a few investigators have tried to study the shifting culinary-cultural
contexts out of which a particular cookbook springs.My book, as it eventually shaped itself after
many struggles with both documentation and overall concept, thus ended up as a peculiar
composite some distance from the pair of straightforward life stories I had originally expected to
write. The main narrative chronicles both the authors’ (and their families’) lives and the efforts
that brought each major edition of the cookbook into being. Two long pauses in the narrative
proper are filled by the chapters “Chronicles of Cookery,” which discuss the place in culinary
history occupied by the Joy of Cooking editions that are not now in print and are rarely or never
seen by contemporary cooks.Probably I have laid less emphasis than some readers might



expect on a few aspects of the cookbook’s history. I have carefully avoided calling it “the best-
selling American cookbook” or anything of the kind, and have alluded to its sales record only as
forming a general outline of success at different stages. The truth is that people who know
something about books tend to be very leery of sales figures. There is no subject on which
authors more bitterly distrust the word of publishers under the best of circumstances. As will be
seen, the Bobbs-Merrill selling strategies were a terrible bone of contention with the authors
from the moment of the book’s arrival at best-sellerdom in 1943. And no matter what sort of
calculation is used, The Joy of Cooking surely has no claim to be the best-selling cookbook in
American publishing history. As of 1996, the original terminus ad guem of my research, it was
probably the best-selling trade cookbook—i.e., a work issued through an ordinary publisher
whose wares are primarily distributed to retail bookstores. But as regards copies sold, it then
lagged well behind The Better Homes and Gardens Cook Book, which always drew on the
distribution resources of the parent magazine, and The Betty Crocker Cookbook, which (until it
was reissued in 2000 by a trade publisher as Betty Crocker’s Cookbook) primarily depended on
the research and marketing muscle of General Mills. Both, of course, were the work of
committees. What was remarkable about Joy is that it was brought into being and continued,
until 1997, by individuals.Bibliographically minded readers may wonder why my account of Joy’s
publishing history seldom mentions the “fourth edition,” the “twelfth edition,” and so on. The
reason is that the information on the copyright pages is of very little help in identifying the major
stages of the book’s history. There is even a supposed edition that is a pure phantom—1942,
which somehow got onto the copyright page more than fifty years ago with no real 1942
copyright being in existence, and has remained there ever since. The editions that mark genuine
stages of the book’s development are eight in number: the original privately published Joy of
Cooking (1931), the first Bobbs-Merrill edition (1936), the best-selling wartime edition (1943),
the first postwar edition (1946, actually printed from the 1943 plates with a very few changes),
the first Rombauer-Becker edition (1951), the unauthorized edition (1962), the first authorized
edition prepared by Marion Becker (1963), and Marion’s last revision (1975).I must mention an
important fact about the two women who are the subject of this book. Though I detest what has
been called “psychobiography” or “pathography,” it will be obvious to any reader that much of my
story rests on my own reading of people’s characters and relationships. (Another advantage of
the ten years I spent poring over the evidence of Irma and Marion’s lives when my original writing
schedule had collapsed was that I found many of my judgments being altered or refined in the
way one might expect in thinking about living acquaintances over such a span of time.) Certain
sensitive aspects of the mother-daughter relationship as I describe it are no invention of mine.
They were alluded to with stunning consistency by most people who knew both of them well in
either private or professional connections.A note on some names belonging to the major
dramatis personae: Various members of Irma’s own family styled themselves “von Starkloff” or
“Starkloff” without great consistency. I have (mostly) opted for “von Starkloff” for her parents and
herself, partly to make it easier to distinguish between her father (Dr. Hugo Maximilian von



Starkloff) and her half-brother (Dr. Maximilian Carl Starkloff), who both show up as “Dr. Max
Starkloff” in accounts of the time. Irma herself used the “von” more often in youth than in later
years, but I have retained it for consistency’s sake. The nicknames of Edgar R. Rombauer Jr. and
Mary Whyte Hartrich are given in the spellings they themselves used, “Put” and “Mazie” (other
people often rendered the names as “Putt” and “Maizie” or “Maisie”).The cookbook itself began
life as The Joy of Cooking and was so registered in all copyright applications until 1962/1963,
when the definite article was dropped—but even in those editions Marion Becker’s dedication
keeps the “The.” I have used the title The Joy of Cooking for all editions because I like it better,
bibliographically right or wrong.
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amplify my picture of author-publisher dealings. My best thanks to Angus Cameron, Judith
Cross-Henley, William J. Finneran, Leo Gobin, Marian Israel, Patricia Jones, the late Harrison
Piatt, the late Eugene Rachlis, Grace Shaw, and Guernsey Van Riper.I have also been variously
helped by Dorothy Merkel Alexander, A. William J. Becker III, Joe Bettenmann, Joan Bricetti,
Lydia Rombauer Brown, Cecily Brownstone (who could herself write a splendid book about the
Rombauers), the late Jane Brueggeman, Rebecca Busselle, the late Molly Byrne, Wallace H.
Cheney, Julia Child, Robert Clark, Peggy Frank Crawford, Evvie Denny, David W. Detjen, Dr.
Rudolf Donath, Janet Cameron Duffy, Patricia Egan, Marilyn Einhorn, Emma K. Fischer, Janice
Rebert Forberg (who gave me two of the beautiful original drawings for Wild Wealth), Helen-
Marie Fruth (who put me in touch with many other Rombauer friends), Alice Gerdine, Daniel J.
Giannini, Cynthia Gibbons, Elizabeth Goltermann (who lent me valuable materials and offered
hospitality at Irma’s old cabin in Jefferson County), Marion Gore, Fred Greenman, James
Gregory, Eugene A. Hartrich, Karen Hess (who took time to read parts of the book in manuscript
and saved me from several terrible blunders), Polly and the late Julian Hill, Margaret Hilliker,
Ginnie Hofmann, Robert Isaacson, Marian Judell Israel, Judith and the late Evan Jones, Martin
Knorr, George Lang, Merna Lazier, Dr. Silbert Lipton, Jeanne Lesem, Ikki Matsumoto, Ruth
Mead, Sidney Mintz, Dr. Muller of the Staatsarchiv Bremen, Terry Nicholson, Edwin L. Noel (who
had the Armstrong, Teasdale, Schlafly & Davis file on Hartrich v. Becker copied for me), Sharon
I. B. Paradowski, the late Harriet Pilpel, Bob Pilpel, Frances Jones Poetker and the late Joseph
Poetker, Max Putzel, Joan Reardon, Koerner Rombauer, Steven Rowan, Jim Schluter, George
and Placide Schriever, Charlotte Selver, Laura Shapiro, Ruth Stalley, Dr. Gene Starkloff, the late
Dr. Max and Ardath Starkloff, Anne Stern, Kate Terry, Joyce Toomre, the late Laurent Torno,
Laurent Torno Jr., Marian Tracy, Hans Trefousse, Sarah Van Ausdal, the late Charles Van
Ravenswaay, Geoffrey Vincent, Kurt Vonnegut, Barbara Vonnegut, Richard C. Vonnegut (who



provided much information on Irma’s mother’s family), Dorothy Wartenberg, Nach and Maron
Waxman (who not only filled book requests en masse but commented usefully on a part of the
book in manuscript), Barbara Wheaton, Louis A. Williams, Franz Wippold, James Woodress,
Helen Worth, and Gary and Pam Yohler.My last but not least thanks go to my father and
stepmother, Emanuel S. Mendelson and Ruth Miner, and my husband, Martin Iger.
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omaomaoma, “I thought a family member would enjoy the history of one of the most famous
cooking .... I had read the book several years ago and used it for a gift. I thought a family
member would enjoy the history of one of the most famous cooking books. I would enjoy
reading it again.”

Grace Hawthorne, “Five Stars. Great research book.”

The book by Anne Mendelson has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 17 people have provided feedback.
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